The interaction of Escherichia coli topoisomerase IV with DNA.
The two type II topoisomerases in Escherichia coli, DNA gyrase and topoisomerase (Topo) IV, share considerable amino acid sequence similarity, yet they have distinctive topoisomerization activities. Only DNA gyrase can supercoil relaxed DNA, whereas during oriC DNA replication in vitro, only Topo IV can support the final stages of replication, processing of the late intermediate and decatenation of the daughter molecules. In order to develop an understanding for the basis of the differential activities of these two enzymes, we have initiated a characterization of Topo IV binding to DNA. We find that unlike gyrase, Topo IV neither constrains DNA in a positive supercoil when it binds nor protects a 150-base pair region of DNA from digestion with micro-coccal nuclease. Consistent with this, DNase I footprinting experiments showed that Topo IV protected a 34-base pair region roughly centered about the topoisomerase-induced cleavage site. In addition, Topo IV preferentially bound supercoiled rather than relaxed DNA. Thus, the DNA binding characteristics of Topo IV are more akin to those of the type II eukaryotic enzymes rather than those of its prokaryotic partner.